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I. Model Development
Ghassan R. Musharrafieh, Richard c. Peralta, Ronald J, Hanks,
and Lynn M. Dudley.

Department of Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering, Utah
State University, Logan, Utah 84322-4105.
Irrigation strategies which maximize crop yield while
maintaining target salt concentration in the root zone and/or
prevent salt from leaching to the groundwater are computed
using a nonlinear, one dimensional, simulation/optimization
management model.

The included constraint equations maintain

a water volume balance and salt transport in the unsaturated
zone.

Utilized are implicit finite difference forms of the

nonlinear,

unsteady,

unsaturated

water

flow

equation

(Richards's equation), and the diffusion-convection solute
transport

equation.

Other

constraints

include

nonlinear

functions describing the hydraulic properties of the medium
(hydraulic conductivity as a function of matric potential,
volumetric water content as a function of matric potential,
and a root extraction term).

The model solves approximately

s,ooo equations simultaneously in time and space.

To reduce

computer memory and processing time, relatively large time
steps

are used.

To prevent,

or

correct the

inaccuracy

n9rmally caused by coarse discretization, an approach of the
predicted-corrector

method

is

adopted.

partitioning the model into four modules, A,

This

requires

B, c, and D.

3

Optimization

is performed

in module

D.

Modules

B and

calculate calibration coefficients for use in module D.

c

As a

result, intercell water and mass flux ratio in module D have
the same accuracy as a more finely discretized simulation
model.

The model calculates the optimal irrigation amount for

a predefined irrigation frequency, for the selected management
scenario. In that process it computes a detailed soil water
profile and salt distribution,

and assures that spatially

variable moisture or concentration constraints are satisfied.
The model also computes the trade-offs between ground water
quality protection and crop production.
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INTRODUCTION

Irrigated agriculture depends on an adequate supply of
_water of usable quality.

.Since the supply of good :water-

quality was sometimes not a critical problem in the past,
concern about good irrigation management was often ignored. In
many areas

this

is no

longer the case.

Many

irrigation

projects must now rely on lower quality water for their crops.
Furthermore, the desire to protect groundwater from excessive
leaching of salts is increasing.
Salinity is a problem facing. agricultural production in
many areas of the world. Irrigation with saline water requires
the implementatiorr of proper management strategies to obtain
adequate crop yield. Several management options are available
for salinity control.

Proper drainage, leaching, and crop

tolerance to salinity are among the most common.

Applying

more water than is needed by the crop to leach excessive salt
from .the

root

zone· could cause unacceptable

groundwater

This paper presents a seasonal nonlinear,

simulation/

contamination.

optimization management model that can be used as a tool to
aid planning.

One goal of the model is to maximize crop yield

while preventing salt from reaching the groundwater table.
Within

the

model,

equations

describ:j.ng

the

unsteady,

unsaturated, water fl-ow--and -solute transport are- -embedded. :as
constraints. Other constraints include functions describing
the

hydraulic

properties

of the medium,

over

and

under
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achievement constraints, and a root extraction term.
Optimization is performeq using GAMS/MINOS [Brooke et
al., 2988] optimization algorithm. Optimization models cannot
use fine discretization in time as do simulation models.

This

model uses a coarse time step ranging from 1 day during an
irrigation event,

up to 3 days between irrigations.

To

overcome the difficulties and inaccuracy of results associated
with large discretization in time,

a

MODCON approach

is

adopted [S.olaimanian, 1989.].

In this approach, water fluxes

and

between cells

solute

against a

advection· terms

are

calibrated

more accurate simulation model that uses

fine

discretization in time. As a result, cycling is needed to
solve the problem.
The presented method is :Useful for short (one irrigation
season) as well as long term planning. · It can be applied to
any crop, soil, and climatic conditions with known initial
(initial water content and salt distribution profile)
boundary condition.
amounts

for

any

and

The model calculates optimal irrigation

given

irrigation· schedule

if

the

salt

concentration of irrigation water is known. It assumes that
the salt is inert and salinity affects yield through osmotic
potential.
The

simulation/optimization

(s~ol

management

model

presented can _achieve any of ·the fallowing. objecti¥es: l..
Calculate an optimal irrigation amount for a given irrigation
schedule which maximizes crop yield and prevent. salt from

6

reaching the groundwater; 2. Calculate the optimal irrigation
amount that will maintain a target salt concentration for
small depth increments during, or at the end of the irrigation
season; 3. Calculate the optimal irrigation amount that will
sustain long term production without causing groundwater.
contamination;

4.

Predict

when

leaching

is

needed

and

calculate the amount of water .to be applied to leach the
·excess salt from the crop root zone•
To describe the methodology in an orderly fashion, some
previous work is first cited. Then the model is presented and
terms are defined.

Then follows a discussion on the solution

mechanism. A companion paper demonstrates application of .the
model to the Huntington Research Farm, Huntington, Utah.·
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PREVIOUS WORK
l.. Water Flow

in t:he Unsat:urat;ed Zone

Mathematica~ mode~s

so~ved

the root zone are
Ana~ytica~

so~utions

simu~ate

that

either

water

f~ow

numerica~~y

usua11y assume homogeneous systems and .
1973].

permit transient, unsteady stresses,

most

or uti1ize the
partia~

order

The

equation)

accurate,

transient

simu1ation

mode~s

to

high1y

soi1

equa"t;:ion (second
f~ow

in the

(Richards 1931).

differentia~
.non~inear.

moisture

assume

equation

To

profi~es,

compute

numerical

emp1oy sma11 discretization in time and
~arge

processing time.

Investigators

methods to reduce the complexity of the

deve~op

so1ution

co=on~y

equation for water

partia~

is

space. They a1so require
tried to

f~ow

or Richards's equation
order

. Mode~s which

1.991.; Hegazy, 1.991],

eta~.,

unsteady water

differentia~

second

(Richards's

[Hanks

f~ow

non~inear,

unsaturated zone)

be~ow

ana~ytica~~y.

or

fixed boundary conditions [Braester,

either a piston type

in and

the

water

f1ow

equation

through

using

transformations of the matric potentia1 function [Ross, 1.990;
Ross and Bristow 1990].
numerica1

so~ution

Hanks et a1.,

to. Richard's

[1.965] presented a

equation

for

estimating

infi1tration, redistribution, drainage, and evaporation of
water from
at the

soi~

soi~.

The type of f1ow is determined by the f1ux

surface -or at-the: bottom boundary.

2. Soil Hydraulic Properties
Hydrau~ic

properties describing the medium are necessary

8

for

simulating water flow

Richard 1 s

equation.

in ·the unsaturated · zone using

These include moisture content and

hydraulic conductivity as a function of matric

po:tent~al.

Increasingly sophisticated mathematical techniques are being
applied to the analysis of field-scale flow and transport
proce~ses

require quantifying the hydraulic properties of the

medium using analyt-ical functions.

Van Genuchten et al.,

(1985] presented a five-parameter equation that exhibit great
flexibility innatching retention data for various soils and
has a simple expression f-or the inverse.
Hutson and Cass

(1987]

Campbell [1974] and

expressed matric potential as

a

function of water content in an exponential function. Brooks
and Corey

[1964]

related matric potential and hydraulic

conduct-ivity to saturation water content in simple equations
that have been frequently used ·in unsaturated studies.

3. Root Extraction FUnctions
Crop yield is greatly affected by the availability_of
moisture in the root zone.

Soil moisture content affects crop

transpiration which in turn affects yield. successful modeling
of

soil

evaporation

and

crop

transpiration

has

been

accomplished by many authors. Evaporation involves water loss
·from the soil surface to the atmosphere. Transpiration is
water

extracted from

the

soil

by

plant

roots

and

the

subseqUent loss of this water tu the .atmosphere through _plant
stems and leaves.
Historically,

several

approaches

have

been

used to

9

address water uptake by plant roots.

one approach relies on

the integrated properties of the entire root system over a
representative volume of the soil [Molz and Remson 1971).
Another approach concentrates on the properties of a single
root.

Molz [1981) listed 13 different expressions for the

root water extraction term.

Of these expressions, the one

which emphasizes individual roots, has been by far the most
popular in unsaturated flow studies. Feddes et al., [1974],
Neuman et al., [1975], Bresler et al.., [1982], Nimah and Hanks
[1973] used a root extraction function that has the following
general form:
S(z,t)

=

-b(z) K(e)

[~-

h(z,t)]

Feddes [1971], Feddes et al., [1978], and Van Genuchten
[1987] suggested a much simpler extraction term that depends
on the pres.sure head and a maximum extraction rate. Cardon and
Letey [1990) modified the extraction root term proposed by Van
Genuchten (1987) to treat temporal variation in potential
transpiration and root depth and distribution.
4. SoH Sal.init;y

A sal:inity problem exists if salt accumulates in the crop
root zone to a concentration that causes loss in yield.

Yield

reduction occurs when the crop can longer extract sufficient
water (due to osmoti.c effe?t) from the salty soil solution,
resulting in a water-cstr,e-ss for:a significant period -of t:U!E;>.
The ability to predict the

influence of

irrigation

practices on root zone salinity requires a good understanding
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of salt transport in the unsaturated zone. Several models have
been developed to simulate--the simultaneous movement of water
and salt in the soil.

Some authors consider only diffusion

and displacement processes, and ignored the source sink term
[Bresler and Hanks, 1969; Bresler, 1973].

They assumed that

no chemical· reaction occurs in the soil and that the salt is
inert and moves with the water.
The response of plants to variation in soil water content
and salinity is well known, although the detailed mechanism of
the response is not yet understood. The effect of salinity on
crop

yield

is modeled either

by its

effect

on osmotic

potential which adds to the matric potential [Hanks et ·al.,
1991 Van Genuchten 1987],. or as a

crop-water production

function with saline irrigation water.
Models

that

integrate

soil-water,

solute

and

crop

processes for salinity are based on one dimensional finite
difference solution to the Richards's equation. with a root
extraction term. SOWATSAL [Hanks et al.,-1991], solves finite
difference approximations .of the water . flow and . transport
equations.

SOWATSAL is a general purpose water flow model

that provides for flow of a non interacting salt with soil
water, root uptake of pure water leaving salt behind, and flow
to_ and from the water table.

It uses short time steps and

requires detailed sa.i.l .water characteristics. Van Genuchten
[1987] used a finite element approach to model water and salt
movement in the unsaturated zone.

He used a root extraction

D.

function of the form suggested by Feddes et al., [1978].
thes~

models,

th~

In

effect of salinity on crop yield is modeled

through its effect on osmotic potential.
Investigators have studied the movement of salt in soils
and its effect on crop yield.

Hoffman and Rowlins [1971]

studied the effect of root zone salinity and .relative humidity
·on yield of three root crops (onions, radish, and beets). In
·other studies, the amount of salt buildup in the. root zone
over several years has been shown to depend on the particular
water management strategy [Childs and Hanks, 1975].
6. OPTIMIZATION MODELS

The need to protect groundwater from nonpoint source
pollution led to increased efforts to develop go.od management
strategies to protect the environment. To address the problem,
researchers have tried to use simulation models that describe
water and salt transport in the unsaturated -zone and come with
irrigation strategies that · will sustain yield and prevent
unacceptable quantities of salts from reaching the water
table. After making many simulations, the best irrigation plan
can be identified.
However, this repetitive trial-and error procedure is
tedious.

It does not readily yield information concerning

trade-offs

between

yield

enhancement

and

salt

leaching

prevention.
Optimization

models

identify

the

best

operational

policies for given objectives and constraints. The trade-offs

l2

between objectives ·and constraints are also determined as a
result of the optimization process.

We refer to such a model

which contains simulation equations and operation research
style optimization abilities as a simulation/optimization
(sjo) mode1.
The differences between a simulation and a sjo model can
be summarized as follows
l)

A simulation model requires as input, values of the

system stresses. An s/o model.computes optimal system stresses
for the management goal subject to all utilized constraints
and bounds ·on variables. Here the objective is to· .have an
irrigation strategy which will achieve a desired management
goal. The model will compute the irrigation amount which lies·
within the bounds.
2)

A simulation model computes system response to imposed

stimuli for one time step at a time. An sjo model will solve
all

equations

for

all time steps

simultaneously.

These

equations are the objective function and constraints. The
objective function is the goal of the management strategy
desired. To successfully compute an optimal strategy using a
simulation model requires a very intelligent trial and error
approach. Although possible for simple-problems, it might be
impossible to obtain an optimal strategy for complex systems
using
simulation modeling-alone.
-·
~-

Models

addressing

saturated

zone

groundwater

and

groundwater contaminant management include those by Willis and
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Yeh [1987]

and Ahlfeld et al.,

[1986],

Gorelick et al.,

(1984], Alley (1986], Solaimanian [1989], Datta and Peralta
[1986].

These

included

explicit

expressions

for

solute

transport in the saturated zone.
Sfo models maximizing irrigation water delivered, or crop

yield, or economic return resulting from irrigation are cited
by many authors [Yaron et al., 1980, Bowen and Young, 1985,
khan, 1982]. In these, a single layer root zone is modeled and
salt concentration is calculated based on a volume balance
basis.
Management of crop, soil, irrigation; and salinity for
optimal

crop

production

include

three

types

of

models

according to the length of time to which. they refer [Yaron et
al 1980]. Short rtin models refer to relationships confined to
a single irrigation· season. Input data to such models include
the salinity profile at the beginning of the irrigation
season. The models compute the optimal combination of water.
quantity and quality,

without considering the effect of

accumulation of salt over time. Long.run

models account for

the effects of salt accumulation in the soil profile over
time. A third type of models (extended long run) take. into
account both salt accumulation in the root zone as well as its
movement to .the underground reservoir. Yaron et al., (1980]
presented a short run- dynamic-programming .model for optimal
irrigation scheduling with water of varying salinity levels.
Moisture content was calculated on a weight basis averaged

l4

over the root zone.
Other optimization models dealt with maximizing crop
yield as part of a hydrological system without detailed
~saturated

modeling of the processes that occur in the

zone.

They are based on a volume balance approach [Matanga et al.,
1979; Khan 1982].
Lefkoff ·et al.,

[1990]· developed a

conjunctive use

simulationf.optimization model that maximizes profit from a
given crop assuming groundwater flow,
dissolved

solids,

stream

aquifer

transport of total

interaction,

water-use

decisions, and agronomic relationships between crop production
and the depth of applied irrigation water.

Allocated water is

delivered from both surface water and groundwater sources.
The production of corn and alfalfa in response to irrigation
quantity and salinity ·is derived through functions

that

estimate crop. response to average depth of water applied
during the growing season.

Salinity was modeled using a mass

balance approach. Root zone ?alinity above a threshold value
causes· a linear reduction in crop yield.
Peralta et al., [1990] presented a conjunctive water use
model that maximizes total water delivered from surface and
ground water sources to meet crop water requirements for a
single_ farm.

The_:y .constrain the average salt concentration of

water applied to the. field and·prevent salt intrusion into the
river or aquifer from the coast.
Bowen and Young [1985] used a linear programming model. to
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optimize economic net benefits of irrigation in the northern
Nile delta region of Egypt. Design variables include planting
date, different degrees of water stress, type of crop, water
use efficiency,

and other cultural activities.

The model

performed volume balance computations for the root zone to
predict yield.

There is c need. for an sfo model that will

save time and effort · and determine an optimal irrigation
strategy that will sustain crop yield and prevent groundwater
contamination. Simulation/optimization models addressing water
needs and crop production failed to consider the dynamics of
the unsaturated zone in detail.

The s/o model should be

capable of addressing management goals that will maintain a
desired salt concentration at any depth in the soil profile,
and should compute optimal irrigation strategies that will
achieve these goals.

The sfo model presented here uses

routines adopted from SOWATSAL (Hanks et al., 1991] for water
flow and solute transport.

It is a short run model (one

irrigation season) that can also be applied for long term
planning. The long term management ability of the model is
obtained by achieving seasonal management strategies that will
sustain productivity for a long time.

In the model the

irrigation timing is known a prior, but the amount applied is
a decision variable.
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MODEL FORMULATION

The necessary complexity and accuracy of a model depend
on the purpose for which the model

wi~l

be used. The model

presented here is needed to address the following management
objectives: 1)

ma~imize

crop yield while preventing salt from

reaching the groundwater: 2) calculate the amount of water
that should· be applied to maintain crop production for long
and short term (seasonal) planning. without causing adverse
environmental· problems: 3) predict the amount and time of.
water application to leach salt from the soil profile:· 4)
compute target salt concentration in, or below.the root zone
for small depth increments. Model application and verification
is presented in a companion paper.
The· model described here expresf!eS water flow in the
unsaturated
equation

zone . by

the

non-linear

(Richards's equation)

partial

differential

and salt transport by the

diffusion-convection equation.
Before presenting the detailed model formulation,

a

brief review of some terms used throughout this report will be
presented.
1. NonLinear Programming
An

optimization model having nonlinear terms in the

objective function or constraints, is considered nonlinear. An
initinl solution vector-

{Xo 1 Yo}

is. selected., . The. .alg9rithn\

generates an improved vector (x1 ,y1 ) . The process is repeated
until an insignificant change between successive solutions
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results. Unlike linear programming, it is sometimes difficult
.1::.o prove that the solution is globally optimal or nearly
globally optimal.
2. Initial Guess
An initial guess is an initial estimate of the variables

that are to be solved for. If no. initial guess is provided by
the user, many solution algorithms assign a default value of
zero for all variables in the model. In nonlinear problems a
poor initial guess might make it difficult for the solver to
proceed· and it might terminate the solution permanently. A
good initial guess can make it easy for the solver to reach a
stable optimal solution.
3. cycling and Iteration
An iteration is a process within the MINOS solver itself •

. The number of iterations is the number of times the system of.
equations

are solved ·before

the

process

is

terminated.

Equations. compromising the optimization model are solved
simultaneously during a particular iteration. Many iterations
are required before an optimal solution is declared. The
solution

obtained in nonlinear

optimization· problems

sometimes not the best solution possible.

Thus,

is

another

optimization should be started. This process (starting another
optimization from optimal results obtained after termination
of the first optimization}- is ·Galled ·a·.·cycle •.
A cycle is a solution procedure for solving nonlinear
optimization schemes. Values for the variables in question,

18

such as matric potential and salt concentration are assumed.
Optimization begins _and iterations are performed within MINOS
until an optimal solution is found. The optimal results are
observed. Using these optimal values as an initial guess, a
second cycle will commence.

Again the resulting optimal

solution is examined and a decision is made if another cycle
is needed.

If this.' is the case,

optimization are used as the

results from the second

initial guess and a

third

optimization begins. This process continues until the optimal
strategy

cannot

be

improved

upon.

Usually,

nonlinear

optimization require many cycles.
cycling is needed if we. figure that we are· not close to
global optimality.

Then we will run the optimization model

again starting at a different initial guess. The.ini:tial guess
might be also the optimal values from the first cycle.
METHODOLOGY
The simulation/optimization procedure is accomplished in
two main components:
A -

Calculation of Input Data and Known Parameters.
This includes estimating potential evapotranspiration,
water

content

conductivity,
densi~y

at·
matric

saturation,
potential

saturated
at

hydraulic

saturation,

root

functions, and initial and boundary conditions.

B - simulation and Optimization .-Procedure~
This involves solving the water flow and the transport
equations for all time steps simultaneously to determine
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irrigation strategies that maximize crop yield while
satisfying allbounds and constraints on variables.
Figure 1 illustrates the physical system that the model
addresses.

It is a uniform, one dimensional, vertical soil

column of unit width and
into

small

d~pth

z

em depth. The column is divided

increments

(finite difference cells)

to

obtain an accurate numerical solution. The size of cells are
equal

(but need not .be). Equations used in the model are

described below.
A. Calculation of Input Data and Known Parameters.
1. soil Evaporation and Transpiration
Potential evapotranspiration is divided into. potential
(maximum)
(max~um

soil

evaporation

and

potential

transpiration

water transpired.by plant roots) using an appropriate

constant related to the crop factor (AKl). This constant is
the

ratio

evaporation
plant

of

potential

for each

serves

the

evapotranspiration

transpiration

to

potential

soil

crop. The above ground portion of the
purpose

into

of

potential

splitting
soil

potential

evaporation

and

potential transpiration. When the crop is grown enough for
maximum transpiration to occur, potential soil evaporation is
obtained by multiplying potential evapotranspiration·by (1AK1).

Potential transpirai;.ion

potential

evapotranspiration

is obtained by multiplying
by

AK2.

According;ly.,

the

relations between potential evapotranspiration, potential soil
evaporation

(E~},

and potential transpiration T" are (Hanks,

20
~985]:

E"'= ( ~ - AK1) E"

(~)

(2)

B. Simulation and optimization procedure
The Objective Function
"'The ll'.odel computes water application strategies that
maximize crop yield for the specified planning period.

Crop

yield is based on the concept developed by De Wit (1958] and
improved by Hanks et al.,
(~983].

They

indicated

[~969],

that

Hanks [1974],
dry

transpiration are linearly related. Hanks

matter
(~990]

and Hanks
yield

and

proposed the

following.
y = Yl' T'I T"P

(3)

T' is actual cumulative transpiration (L) and Y is dry matter

yield (kg ha-1 ) .

The subscript p denotes potential conditions.

If we consider yield reduction due to deep percolation, the
final form of the objective function is:
(4)

The R.J., term represents yield reduction due to deep percolation
and will be discussed later.
Constraints
1.

water Flow Equation
Transient water flow in a vertical one dimensional soil

column is modeled using the finite difference approximation of

Richards's equation for flow in the unsaturated zone.

Fluxes

are positive for downward flow (infiltration) and negative for
upward flow

(evaporation) • Utilized is the Crank Nielson

approximation of the Richards's equation:

.-

·
trr:f+l. ur:f•'- ur:f ur
•j
A
j+l./ 2 xi
-xi+,_+xi-"•'-2 +2u.z2
A
A
K;;..,_;2
:!+1/2

(5)

2u.z2 u.z3 Cat

ca! = specific water capacity at node i time step j

(L-1) .

Y/

= matric potential at node i time step j

Kj

=soil hydraulic· conductivity at node i time step j

(L).

cm·- >•
1

A} = root extraction term in

(?1 )

and
(6)
(7)

(8)

where z 1 is the· ver_tical- ·distance -from· the- so iT surf-ace· t0: node
i
2.

(positive downward).
Water Content and Hydraulic Conductivity as a Function of

22

Matric Potentia1
The analytical expressions describing water content

and

hydraulic conductivity as a function of matric potential use
the form suggested by Brooks and corey [1946]:
(9)

(10)

These two equations apply when 'I' < '!'b. If 'I' ;:: 'I'b then
moisture

content

is

a('!')

conductivity is k('I') = K,.

=

a,

and

the

soil

the

hydraulic

a, is water content at saturation,

k, is the saturated hydraulic conductivity and e• is the air
dry water content .

3.

The Transport Equation
The following finite difference form of the transport

equation is used (Bresler 1973a] :

23

The

finite

difference

solution

of

the

diffusion-

convection equation may· cause considerable smearing (numerical
dispersion)

of the salt profile.

The. magnitude

of this

numerical dispersion .usually · depends on the average · flow
velocity, soil water content, and on the sizes of the space
and time increments [Hanks 1969; Bresler 1985]. As· numerical
dispersion

stems

from

first

order

approximation

of

the

derivatives, a second-order approximation of the derivatives
is needed. Thus the N term in the above equation is a result
of second-order approximations of the derivatives. Had we used
a first order approximation this term would have vanished.
Oti.er terms are defined as follows:
"+1/2
vJ+l/2_ qj+l 2
i+l/2- ei•l/2
i.+l/2

-.J+1/2_

(13)

. . rrd+l nd Trd+1 mi ·
A
j+1/2 I i _+Ii-ri+l.-ri+1+2aZz

<J.1+1/2 -K1.+112

ZAz

2

"\H)
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j+1/2

61+1/2-

Cl

1 • 1 a1
6i1 • 1 +aji+ ai+l.
+ 1+1.

(~5)

4

is the solute concentration at node i time step j (meg L"1)

DD/ is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (L2 ~1 ).
4.

Root Extraction Term
The A{ term J.n equation

5

is

the

amount of water

transpired by the plant from cell i at time step j. This can
be estimated in either of two ways. One approach is by using
an effective water potential at the soil surface (Hroot). The
value,of Hroot is bounded by a lower and upper limits. The
lower limit is the matric potential at wilting. The upper
limit is the matric potential at saturation. If Hroot is
greater than the wilting matric potential, then transpiration
equals potentia!" transpiration.

If Hroot is equal to the

wilting matric potential then transpiration is less than the
potential [Nimah and Hanks 1973a).
In

both

cases

the

function

describing

water

extraction by the roots is :

A} = (Hroot +

~- 05 Z; -

itsJAz Ax

'I':J> RDF/

(16)

K;i

Ax is a horizontal distance to the root surface. According to

Nimah_and Hanks

[1973~]

a value of 1 em

g~ve

good results. 'Its

is a -solute-pot-ential- -'l;e:t'lll-:-itl--em-1 -and: RDF· -i:s--the,._pr-apor.ti-on- of
the total active roots in depth increment considered. The i
and j denotes cell i and time step j.
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Another

root

extraction

function

utilized

by

Van

Genuchten (1987] has the_ following form
(17)

s = a(h)TP(z)'A(z)

where a(h) is a dimensionless water stress response function
equal to the ratio between. actual

(T)

and potential (TP)

extraction rates. The water stress response function is a
function of soil matric and osmotic potential and can be
written as:
a(h,~)

=

1
1

+[ (a1h +

~rr)

(18)
/h50 )P ]

h 50

= matric potential at which yield is reduced by 50% (L).

~

=osmotic potential (L) •

.a 1 ,

~'

and p are empirical constants.

A(z)

is a depth-

dependant root distribution function.

~50

=Salt concentration-at which yield is reduced by 50%.
The term -'A(x) depends on the maximum length of the roots

(L) and the vertical distance from the surface of the soil to
the root. It is given by:
X :S 0.2 L

.2.
3L
25
(1 12L
0

X )
L

X < 0.2L :S L

X

> L

(19).

Combining equation 17 -and -i-s:-with·eqliation-1.'"9- and· F'tilistituting

A for s for each cell and time step yields the following :
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Aj=

T• )\(x)
.~ + [

(20)

( a 1b} + a2rri ) /h50 )P ]

Since yield in the objc.ctive function is directly related
.

.

.

to water extracted by plant roots (transpiration) , maximizing
transpiration means maximizing yield.
adopted

in

the

model

is

negative

The
for

sign convention
evaporation

transpiration and positive for infiltration.

and

Two solution

procedures are possible. 1) Using the extraction term proposed
by Nimah and Hanks (equation 16), the Hroot value has to be
hunted for and thus cannot be used directly in the objective
function.

The objective function would then become maximizing

irrigation water applied. Yield would be calculated after an
optimal strategy is reached.
extraction

term

proposed

2}

by

If on the other hand, the

Van

Genuchten

is

used

the

objective function will be equation 20.
5. Boundary Condition
For water flow, the top boundary condition is a "flux
boundary. A flux boundary condition at the soil surface is
represented by:
..,j mj

mj+l mj+l

j+1/2 r1-r2+"'1

q= I(;

1

-.2

•

+2.u.Z1

(21}

2.6.z1

Salt

concentration at

the

top

boundary

in

case

of

infiltration i? _equal to the (;:OJ:).Centration o.f the irrigation
water.

During evapor-ati<m there is no- sol.ute- flow-.a=oss-- the

top boundary. For the bottom boundary, there is no salt flow
if there is no water flow. If there is water flow then there
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must be a known constant water content and salt concentration
at the bottom boundary.
6. Over and Under Achievement Values for concentration and
Matric Potential.
The goal of this constraint is to be able to assume that
computed valuss for-concentrations and/or heads are not over
or under-estimated. Depending on the management goal desired,
either over achievement or under achievement or both values
are minimized in the objective function. The model will try to
force these values to zeroes so that target concentration or
heads are obtained. If it is not feasible to obtain target
values

(concentration or heads)

1

then over

achievement value would not equal zero.

andfor under

Either way,

this

constraint is always feasible and never violated.
y)

'
c/

-

~

= c!uit

-¥<+>.
'
"(+)
cl;

+ i!i\·)j

(22}

+ ci<·l.

(23}

t

i!i<+l jt i!i(•)j I cK+lit ci<-l. ~ 0
(24)
'
where c!uit (or~) = target concentration (or target head) at
node i by the end of time step j

[ meq Ii"1 ]

(L for head); cf<+l

(or irf~) =amount by-which concentration (or head) simulated
for node i by the end of time step j is in excess [meq L"1 ]

;

cf<"

> (or irf~} = amount by which concentration (or head} simulated

for node i by the end of time step j is in shortage_
7.

Yield

Reduction~ue.to

[~~q~~];

Deep Percolation.

Reduction in yield due to deep percolation, caused by
over irrigation is considered in the model. Deep percolation
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causes excessive nutrient loss from the root zone [Doorenbos
and Kassem, 1979], and will cause aeration problems, and/or
waterlogging.

A deep percolation yield reduction factor

F~

should be estimated before yield reduction is calculated. This
factor

depends

on

the

soil

characteristics

and

plant

sensitivity to deep percolation.
The maximum seasonal crop yield reduction due to deep
percolation is estimated by :

(25)

As. shown·, it is a function of the depth of water percolating
from the root zone after an irrigation event (D/) and the
maximum water holding capacity of ·the root zone (d,). The
maximum water holding capacity of the root zone is calculated
by:
(L)

(26)

D"' = depth of root zone

(L)

ero =volumetric water content at field capacity (v/v).
e~

= volumetric.water

a.

Bounds on Variables.

content at permanent wilting (vjv).

The bounds on variables used in the model. ar.e. summarized
below and are presented for general purposes.
1.

A lower and upper bound on water applied is required.

Generally a lower bound of zero (no irrigation} and an upper
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bound equa1 to the maximum amount of water avai1ab1e is used.
(27)

2.

The value of matric potentia1

(negative pressure)

is

bounded by an upper limit of zero to prevent it from being
positive in the vadose zone. The 1ower 1imit corresponds to
the

air

dry

matric

potential

or

the

matric

potentia1

corresponding to air dry moisture content.
(28)

3. Water transpired by the crop (through root extraction)
shou1d be less than potentia1 transpiration and greater than
or equa1 to zero.-

Water 1eaving the soi1 has a negative sign

and water entering the soil has a positive sign. The upper and
1ower 1imits on transpiration become.·
(29)

4. Bounds on volumetric water content include a lower limit
equal to the air dry water content (corresponding to the air
dry matric potential) and an upper limit equal to saturation
water content.
eJI -< e•

(30)

CRXTXCAL ASSUMPTIONS

The assumptions made in this model are summarized below:
1-The soil hydraulic properties,

¥-e and K-e relations

unique. This means that hysteresis is not

accQunted.for~

are
~he

same function descri-bes the··wetting and the· drying cyc'le-s.
2 -

The mode1 assumes a one dimensiona1 f1ow in a homogeneous
soi1 column with unit width.
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3 -

The procedure used to split potential evapotranspiration

(W) into potential soil evaporation

and potential

(E~)

transpiration (T") • Some adjustments have to be made when
the model is used in a different climatic location (Hanks
1985].
4 -

The salt is inert. This assumption is frequently used
although it is perfectly applicable only for some of the
salt

constituents in the soil solution.

THE OPTIMIZATION·MODEL
The

simulation/optimization

model

is

summarized

in

Appendix A. It uses the fully implicit forms of the water flow
equation,

the transport equation, the objective function,

constraint equations, and bounds described above. A prediction
jcorrection type approach is used with the sjo model to avoid
numeric

error

discretization.

·which
The

could
sfo

result

model

from

cannot

use

the

utilized

as

fine

a

discretization in time as a simulation model. This coarseness,
if not accounted for could lead, to an inaccurate estimation
of the

amount of water

irrigation

event.

infiltrated into soil

Similarly,

the

coarseness

during

could

an

cause

concentrations predicted by the sjo model to be inaccurate
compared to those predicted by the simulation model (numerical
dispersion).
To improv.e ti'e accuracy ·of 'tlie -solution· pred·icted 'by- -th.esfo model, we use an approach similar to that presented by

Solaimanian [1989]. He proposed a procedure (MODCON)

which

3l

includes calibrating solute transport optimization module
against solute transport predicted via the more detailed
simulation model. He showed how·to calibrate finite difference
advective solute transport equations so that they will predict
the same concentrations as a potentially more accurate method
of characteristics simulation model. Changes in concentration
due to dispersion as computed by the simulation model were
used directly in the optimization module. The same general
approach is applied

here~

Calibration is applied to both water

flow and solute transport optimization equations in modules B
and c.
The sfo model·consist of four modules linked ·together and
an external simulation model (SOWATSAL). Each module A, B, c,
and D is described below. For detailed formulation of the
modules with calibration coefficients refer to Appendix A. The
solution mechanism is shown in figure 2 (Appendix A).
MODULE A.

Module A is an initialization module that prepares input
data

and

calculates

transpiration,

parameters.

potential

soil

It

computes

evaporation,

potential

root

density

function, time step size, and calls for the input data file
containing initial and boundary conditions.
MODULE B.

The coarse time step ·used::in··the.optimizationomodUle: (n)
...• -·
-will lead to a soil moisture profile that under-estimates the
amount of water infiltrated into the soil. This is due to the
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sharp discontinuity in hydraulic conductivity at the wetting
front.

Module

B

(Appendix

A)

is

used

to

correct

this

inaccuracy in the results. It uses nonlinear goal programming
to calibrate the one dimensional fully implicit water flow
equation to replicate moisture content values predicted by the
simulation model. The objective function in the module is
linear, while the constraints are nonlinear.
Module's B objective function minimizes the sum of over
and under achievement values. These values are the deviation
of the optimal matric'potential from target matric potential
'
as predicted by the simulation
model. The same weight is

applied

to

both

Coefficients

are

over

and

applied

to

under

achievement

give weight

to

variables.
the

matric

potential values ·in the water flow equation to correct for the
gradient between ·adjacent cells. This will cause module

B

predictions to match those predicted by the simulation model
using finer discretization in time.
Mathematically:
q = K (f11__1:!;_1

-

f; h;
A z1

+ Az 1_J_

The f's are the calibration coefficients.

(31)

These are

bounded by an upper and a lower bound. When target matric
potential values are achieved exactly, these coefficients are
different from zero.
MODULE C.

Module C calibrates finite difference transport equation
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for salt flow in the unsaturated zone calibrated against an
external simulation model so that concentrations predicted by
the optimization model and the outside simulation model are
the same.
(similar

Module C also uses goal a programming approach
to

module

B)

that

minimizes

over

and

under

achievement variables for concentration.
Calibration forces the final concentrations to be the
same as those obtained from the outside simulation model.
Module. c

computes

concentrations

for

each

cell

in

the

subsystem. Heads or matric potential computed in module B are
used to compute. fluxes. (and velocities)
calibration

coefficients

( cf)

in

in module c. The

module

C

and

salt

concentrations are not. known. This makes the problem nonlinear
in the constraints, but linear .in the objective function.
Changes in concentrations due to dispersion as computed in the
simulation model are used directly in the optimization module.
Because

this

calibration

module

eliminates

numerical

dispersion, the numerical dispersion term in the transport
equation is not needed. A volume balance is maintained in the
equation since the cf coefficients are applied to both sides
of the boundary. As with the f coefficients in module B, the
cf coefficients are bounded by an upper and lower limit.
Detailed formulation of module

c

is presented in Appendix A.

An alternative to using ·this .. approach is to have .q,J.l

calibration coefficients

equal

to

one.

Thus,

the use

of

modules B and c will be unnecessary, and the fully implicit
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form of the water flow and transport equations will be used
directly in module D. This approach is usable if one accepts
the error caused by crude discretization.
MODULE D.

Module D (Appendix A)

contains all the equations from

module C and module B with the calculated coefficients. It
also contains over and under-achievement constraints on salt
concentration andfor heads.

These will help achieve, as much

as possible, target concentrations and heads in the soil
profile.

These constraints also permit the user to avoid

exceeding, to the extent possible, pre-specified concentration
limits without causing numerical infeasibilities.

The module

calculates the amount of water q. or the set of g.'s that
maximizes crop yield while satisfying imposed constraints.
These bounds and constraints enable the user to see the tradeoffs between maximizing production and avoiding considerable
salt leaching.

The objective function in module D is to

maximize transpiration, or crop yield subject to utilized
constraints.

An alternative objective function would be to

maximize the amount of applied water.

In the latter case,

yield would be calculated as a result.of the optimal strategy.
The sign convention in the model is taken to be positive
for water entering the soil and negative for water leaving the
soil (soil evaporation and transpiration).

since yield is

modeled as a function of transpiration, maximizing yield means
minimizing transpiration.
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SOLUTION ALGORITHM

Assume a system of M cells (i = L .M) and a planning
horizon of j time steps (j =

1.

.T').

The number of cells M

depend on the soil depth, and T' depends on the length of the
growing season. cycling is implemented to achieve an optimal
strategy.
The modeling methodology used is-conceptually similar to
that commonly-used in developing optimal steady-state pumping
strategies for unconfined aquifers. There, transmissivity is
computed before the optimization is run. Optimal heads are
computed,

then. transmissivity

is. recomputed using

these

optimal heads. The process is repeated until the difference
between newly computed heads and those ·computed from theprevious cycle are within an acceptable tolerance.
1.

cycling in this model starts by running the simulation

model for an initial guess. This means that an irrigation
strategy is assumed and the e;imulation .model is run to
calculate the system response to this strategy •
2.

After the simulation run is completed, . module A is

started.

Initial and boundary conditions, time step size,

depth increment size, bounds on variables, and root density
functions are read. These values will remain constant and used
by all modules B, c, and D.
· 3.

Calibration of the f,luxes-in .the.. ·water .fcJ;.ow equation ·is

started

by

running module

B.

The

calculated parameters

obtained from the simulation model are to be matched by module
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B.

This

run will generate the coefficients

that will be

applied to the water flow equation.
4.

Module c

is then started to generate the

necessary

coefficients to be applied to the solute transport equation so
that concentrations predicted by the optimization model will
be replicate or verifiable by post-optimization simulation.
5.

Optimization is performed in module D. Module D contains

calibrated equations from modules B and c,
achievement

constraints,

content

a

as

function

an
of

expression

matric

over· and under

describing

potential,

and

water
a

root

extraction term. Results from· the run are analyzed as follows:
A. Optimal Solution Found.
That is what. we all like to see.

When this message

appears, results are carefully examined. Optimal values are
entered to the simulation model and the resulting system
response is observed. This determines if a second cycle is
needed. If it is noticed that tne solution might be improved
(since the ·model is nonlinear and a global optimal is not
assured)

the model

is restarted with

initial values

the

optimal values obtained in the first run and steps 1, 3, 4,
and 5 are repeated. This process continues till near global
optimality is obtained.
B. The Problem is Infeasible
. If the solver is terminated -Witfi.cthe: above:111essage, then
this does not necessarily mean that the problem is infeasible.
The solver might have had difficulty obtaining a solution due
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to the nonlinearity of the problem. Another cycle should start
~with

(steps 1,3, 4, and 5) with a different initial guess

(initial.guess could be the level values obtained in the first
cycle)

The process continues until an optimal solution is

obtained.

once an optimal solution is declared,

procedure follows part A above.

then the
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Presented is a one dimensional simulation/optimization
model for maximizing crop yield using the unsaturated water
flow and diffusion-convection equations as constraints. The
model is useful for a single season planning as well as long
term management because the optimal strategy can be ta.ilored
to sustain production without causing adverse environmental
effects.
The

methodology utilizes the embedding .approach

to

represent vertical flow and transport in the unsaturated zone.
The fully, implicit finite· difference form of the unsteady,
unsaturated flow equation,

(Richards's equation), plus the

finite difference form of the diffusion-convection equation
are

embedded

as

constraints.

Other

constraints

include

functions that describe the media. These are · water content
and hydraulic conductivity as a function of matric potential,
over and under-achievement constraints,

a root extraction

term, and bounds on variables.
Optimization models solve a set of equations representing
the

objective

simultaneously

function
in

time

and
and

all

utilized

space.

Since

constraints
in

irrigated

agriculture, infiltration and evaporation occurs on a daily
basis,·and_the soil

prof~le

has to be

divided into small

depth ·:J.ncrements for· accuracy, a model· ·might· .have. to .so:l.ve
approximately 8, 000 equations in time and space. This requires
large computer memory and necessitates the use of large time
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steps.
To overcome difficulties and inaccuracy associated with
the use of large time step in the optimization model, a MODCON
approach is implemented whereby fluxes in the water flow
equation and the solute advective term are calibrated against
a simulation model that uses finer discretization in time.
Thus water infiltrated and salt concentration in the profile
matches those obtained from the more accurate simulation model
that uses finer discretization in time.
To aid solving the very nonlinear model, cycling is used.
cycling starts by running the simulation model for an initial
guess, calculating calibration coefficients, and then running
the optimization

pro~lem.

This process is repeated until the

solution converges to an optimal value. Global optimality
cannot be absolutely verified. However, some assurances of the
desirability of computed strategies is obtained by making many
different optimization runs each of which begins with a
different initial guess of the solution.
The model is a potentially valuable tool for seasonal and
long term management planning. It provides new ability to
consider both crop production and environmental protection
goals simultaneously.

It also provides for the amount and

timing to leach salt from the crop root zone to maintain the
desired profile concentration.

In a companion paper, ··"j::he

application of the model to Huntington Research Site, Utah is
demonstrated.
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APPENDIX A

4l

THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL

MODULE B
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
i•I j•J

Min zz =

I: :L < w1<•> + w1<->>

(32)

i"'1 j•l.

SUBJECT TO

(33)

fj-l,,,j-1
f i J.,,J
'l'i- i
'l'i

l!..t

(35)

(36)

(37)

'

(38)
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MODULE C
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

Min

z

i•I j•J

=

.E::E ( ci<•l

+

ci<-ll

{39)

i•1 j•1

SUBJECT TO
=

K1.1t2 <£1w1-£1.t1Jr1.t +Azll

( 40)

.6.z1

akJ-et cr
1

At

(42)

e{=
+eo
6s < Wbl"
~
:f

(43)

Wi

=

c:f (targt)
~

(44)

(45)

'

( 46)
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MODULE D
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
+W ,,,Jt•l
( l.-Rd.P) +Wc cJt+l
i
m'l' i

(47)

SUBJECT TO

(48)

a:tc1 -eii-:J.c:f-:1
11t
~

~

j

j

- DD·i_c""~::...·---;-c~:::.·•:.::::1

~

~

Az2 Az3

(49)

{50)

(51)

C :j _ c:ft+l + c:fH
.J.
~

BOUNDS

~

~

c:f(targtl
.J.

(52)
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{53)

{54)

0

_,

~

ci<•>
i

I

ci<->
j

I

,,,i<•>
'fi

I

,,,jH
';'j

(55)

(56)
(57)
(58)
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NOTATION
A;i

Root density function in cell i time step j

Sm

Maximum extraction rate (L T"1)

~i

Matric potential at cell i time step j

cii

-salt concentration at cell i time step j

a1

Nuneric

c~

Potential at which yield is reduced by 50% (L)

~

Yield reduction due to deep percolation

We

weighing coefficient.

Wm

Weighing coefficient

cJ<+>

Salt concentration over achievement at cell i time step
j

cj0

(meq L-1)

c~nstant

(meq L-1 )

Salt concentration under achievement at cell i time step
j

-if!}<+>

(L)

(meq L-1 )

Matric potential over achievement at cell i time step j
(L)

'¥/~'

Matric potential under achievement at·cell i time step j
(L)

Kii

Hydraulic conductivity at cell i time step j

K.

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (LT"1 )

f;i

Calibration coefficient for water flow

cf;i

Calibration coefficient for solute flow

qii

Flux between cells ·(L~)

(J;i

Moisture conte~t· (v /Jl)

0,

Moisture content at saturation (v/v)

()•

Air dry moisture content {vfv)

(LT-1 )
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Yb

bubbling pressure

Doli

Dispersion (L2

Ni

Root extraction function (T"1)

F~

Deep percolation yield reduction factor

d,

Maximum water holding capacity (L)

Dj

Depth of percolated water (L)

e~

Moisture content at wilting (v/v)

efu

Moisture content at field capacity (vfv)

Da

Root zone depth (L)

qu

Upper limit on flux (L T"1)

qL

Lower limit on flux (L

'¥

Air dry matric potential (L}

e•

(L)

or-1 )

or-1)

·Air dry moisture content (vjv)

e•

Saturation moisture content (vjv)

EP

Potential evapotranspiration (L

EIP

Potential soil evaporation (L

T"

Potential transpiration (L

er

Residual moisture content (vjv)

hr

Effective water potential (L)

RDF(z,t) Root distribution function
Y

Crop yield (M L-2 )

N~

Numerical dispersion term

vj

Velocity (L

~

Osmotic potential (L}

.. •

or-1 )

or-1 )

or-1)

Hroot Effective water potential (L)

or-1)
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~50

Potential at which yield is reduced 50% (L)

~

Actual cumulative transpiration

T~

Potential cumulative transpiration

(L)
(L)
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